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ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

In addition to the invaluable criticism of manuscripts provided by

our anonymous faculty referees, the editorial board at the UCLA
Historical Journal would like to thank the following professors for

their scholarly advice and ready assistance:

JOYCE O. APPLEBY MICHAEL MORONY
ROBERT I. BURNS, S.J. GARY B. NASH
PEDRO CHALMETA MARY E. PERRY
JOHN S. GALBRAITH HANS ROGGER
DANIEL W. HOWE HARRY N. SCHEIBER
NORRIS HUNDLEY. JR. REBA SOFFER
PETER LOEWENBERG FRANCIS N. STITES

The Department of History at the University of California, Los

Angeles, also has been especially generous with its staff and facilities.

The editors are grateful too for the steadfast financial support of the

Graduate Students Association, Dean Antony Orme of the College of

Letters and Science, the Social Sciences Council, and the History

Graduate Students Association, all at UCLA.
For the first time this year the Journal received contributions

toward its newly-established Theodore Saloutos Award for

outstanding graduate work. The editorial board would like to thank

all who contributed to the award fund, and invites others to help

guarantee the perpetuity of this award.

As departing Editor-in-Chief I personally wish to extend special

thanks to Managing Editor, Nan Yamane, whose spirit and drive I

applaud and whose moral support has been irreplaceable. Former

Editors-in-Chief Doug Litdefield and Brad Newfield freely contributed

their time and know-how toward single article revisions, and Doug
provided an experienced copyediting hand for which I am grateful.

Also, thanks go to Tim Seymour, who donated his artistic skills, and

to M. Maietta, staff typist, who kept her sense of humor during

frustrating assignments. Several board members pitched in this year

to assist a working-class editor with the unending knit-picky

minutiae; their support was cheerfully given and indispensible.

Finally, congratulations and hopes for much success to next year's

Editor-in-Chief, Patricia Kozlik Wright, and Managing Editor,

Deborah Gold. Their ideas already are underway for an innovative

fifth edition.

Marilyn Morgan

Editor-in-Chief




